Thri Kreen Athas Advanced Dungeons Dragons 2nd
thri-kreen of athas - thetrove - prepare to encounter the exotic, the thri-kreen of athas. 4. definitions
before entering the world of the thri-kreen, a few terms need to be defined. although a glossary will be
presented later (see pages 6-7), several terms are so important that they should be highlighted at this time.
thri-keen p - athas - thri-kreen thri-kreen wander the deserts and savannas of the world, avoiding all other
races. thri-kreen communication. thri-kreen employ a language without words. to show emotion and reaction,
a thri-kreen clacks its mandibles and waves its antennae, giving other thri-kreen a sense of what it is thinking
and feeling. other creatures find this ... mithardir race - thri-kreen - boston college - thri-kreen feats
drawn from “playing gnolls,” dragon 367. the thri-kreen of mithardir very much resemble the thri-kreen of
athas: a thri-kreen is a big, intelligent mantis with a sandy-yellow exoskeleton and multifaceted eyes. dark
sun player’s guide: 5th edition of dungeons & dragons - athas’ savage, primal landscape is the result of
long centuries of ecological and magical abuses. ... aarakocra, half‐giants, muls, and thri‐kreen in dark sun. ...
dark sun 3 - athas - dark sun 3 is a new edition of the dark sun campaign setting, written using the dungeons
& dragons 3.5 rules. you will need the player’s handbook (ph), dungeon master’s guide (dmg), monster manual
(mm), and the expanded psionics handbook (xph) to make use of the material in this book. aarakocra racial
traits - tripod - thri-kreen. • favored classes: ranger. • level adjustment: +2. dwarves on athas, dwarves
aren’t subterranean miners. they are a long-lived but slowly dying race known for their relentless focus on a
single task to the exclusion of all others. personality: how a dwarf behaves depends greatly on his focus, a
single task that dominates table of contents - classicreload - thri-kreen are highly dexterous, allowing them
to dodge missile attacks. it is usually best to attack them with magical spells at range to soften them up, and
then have your warriors fight them. be careful of their paralyzing bite. any of your characters affected by this
bite take double damage for every hit they receive afterward. tohr-kreen ...
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